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News
SMARTair® from Mul-T-Lock benefits UK staycation market
Mul-T-Lock

Q 005

With foreign travel remaining uncertain
amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, the UK
staycation market is set to boom. In fact,
new research has found that 83% of British
travellers would prefer to holiday in the UK
rather than travel abroad this year , bringing
a much-needed boost to the country's
hospitality sector.
This coupled with Brexit, rising costs of
oversea travel and the fact that people are
thinking more about their carbon footprint,
means that many investors have been
taking advantage of the thriving UK
holiday market.
In today’s landscape where reduced
touch-points and low operating costs are
nothing short of paramount, security expert
Mul-T-Lock is offering a tailored access
control solution to all hotel, holiday park
and short-break property owners.
SMARTair® is a modular and fully
scalable access control system that offers
an intelligent, yet simple, step up from
keys. For hotels and home rental properties
in particular, SMARTair® will replace
inconvenient keys with a wireless locking
system operated by smartcards and even
smartphones when used in conjunction with
Mul-T-Lock’s Openow™ app.
With so many businesses in the leisure
and tourism industry needing to cut
operational costs and provide a safe and
hygienic service to customers, SMARTair®
does away with the need for manned
receptions and touchscreens by putting the
onus of checking in right in guests’ hands,
with security still being closely monitored
and operated by system managers.
With SMARTair®, lost cards can be
cancelled, and replacement cards
reprogrammed for increased guest security.
The system can be tailored to meet each
building’s needs and can be reprogrammed
using the latest in access control
management software as those needs
evolve, without having to replace any
physical locking systems – making it a cost
effective and straightforward solution for
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all holiday properties.
With no hardwiring, the system can be
installed at low cost with minimal
disruption to a business. Designated system
managers can also monitor and control
access rights – allowing guests access when
needed and revoking access once they
check-out. The SMARTair® product
portfolio also includes energy saving
devices for mounting on guest room walls
and in-room safes.
By utilising the Openow™ app, business
owners, facilities managers and security
administrators can instantly send, revoke or
update virtual keys from the designated
SMARTair® software or web browser
allowing guests to access properties and
rooms via their smartphone.
System managers can be anywhere in the
world when controlling access rights,
making the whole process more convenient
and secure for everyone. This also
significantly reduces whole life costing, as
it removes the need to replace key cards
when they are lost or accidently taken
home by guests.

An added bonus, Openow™ makes it easy
for business owners to organise virtual keys
inside the app, check how long they are
valid, and protect them further with an
individual PIN. If they have virtual keys
from multiple sites or premises, Openow™
easily handles those too, with no time
wasted wondering where key cards were
left and no more appointments to pick them
up or have them revalidated.
Mul-T-Lock’s SMARTair® system with
Openow™ app is the perfect solution for
hotels and holiday parks with a high
volume of visitors and subcontractors. It is
built for businesses where third-party
contractors are always on-site, hospitality
venues that offer rooms for hire, and
boutique hotels or home rental with no
manned receptions.
To learn more about Mul-T-Lock’s
SMARTair® access control system and
Openow™ app, please call 01902 364200,
email internalsales@mul-t-lock.co.uk or
visit www.mul-t-lock.co.uk.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
Centiel expands sales team
Centiel

Q 009

Leading UPS manufacturer, CENTIEL UK, has expanded its
hardware sales team with the addition of Graham Murray as sales
engineer. Graham will be responsible for external hardware sales,
specialising in UPS system replacements.
Graham Murray confirms: “My new role is varied and includes
working on new projects and replacing end-of-life systems. I will
be helping clients upgrade to the very latest technology which is
right-sized to reduce the overall total cost of ownership (TCO) and
at the same time offers the highest levels of efficiency, availability
and reliability.
“Having worked in the UPS industry for several years, I’ve been
involved in my fair share of modular projects. Modular’s design
and levels of resilience has changed the way that customers can
choose to protect their critical load. CENTIEL’s true modular UPS
CumulusPowerTM which is known for its industry leading
availability, has raised the bar for modular UPS systems. In
addition, its safe-hot-swap capability means a module being added
to a system can be fully isolated and tested within a running frame
before it accepts any load. As a result, CumulusPowerTM is
currently the safest, most reliable and flexible UPS available for
critical power protection.
“These innovations and technological advances offer more
flexibility for clients and will also ensure I can develop bespoke
solutions, tailored to meet specific requirements. Every site is
different, so being able to supply a variety of frame sizes or battery
configurations will result in the most optimal solution to protect the
power at critical installations.”

Louis McGarry, sales and
marketing director, CENTIEL
UK commented: “Graham’s
appointment will further
strengthen our team and offer
support to our valued
customer base. His
experience with system
integration and project sales,
will make a valuable
contribution to the continued
growth of CENTIEL in the
UK.”
Before joining CENTIEL, Graham was a sales engineer at Kohler
Uninterruptible Power UK for more than four years and prior to
that, he worked at UPS Systems plc for several years as a Technical
Sales Account Manager.
CENTIEL is a Swiss-based technology company designing,
manufacturing and delivering industry-leading power protection
solutions for critical facilities. Its three-phase true modular UPS,
CumulusPowerTM known for its 99.9999999% (nine, nines)
availability has now been installed in datacenters and comms
rooms in over 60 countries across five continents. More than 50
MW of critical power loads are now protected with
CumulusPowerTM in locations across the world including: the
UK, Singapore, Australia, Germany, Spain, the Czech Republic and
the Channel Islands.
For further information please see: www.centiel.co.uk

Portsmouth Historic Dockyard chooses WPS pay-on-foot technology to support visitor
experience and enhance charity’s revenues
WPS

Q 012

A sophisticated pay-on-foot ticketed parking
system from WPS, one of the UK’s leading
parking equipment providers, is being
installed at Portsmouth Historic Dockyard to
deliver seamless access for visitors, local
hotel guests and residents of the development
above the car park, with revenue generated
going to support investment in the curation of
500 years of naval history.
Attracting 750,000 visitors every year, the
Portsmouth Historic Dockyard is the leading
maritime heritage attraction in the UK, and
forms part of the Royal Navy Base. The site
houses a cross section of British Naval
history, from the Mary Rose and HMS
Victory to modern day aircraft carriers. It is
also home to the National Museum of the
Royal Navy, the ever-popular Harbour Tour
boats and numerous restaurants and cafes.
Adjacent to a ferry, train, coach and bus
station, the attraction is well set up for
visitors to arrive by public transport, but
Patrick Holmes, Deputy Chief Executive of
the Portsmouth Naval Base Property Trust,
says with 90,000 cars arriving each year, it is
important to provide a well-presented,
modern and reliable parking facility:
“For those travelling by car, the visitor
experience starts and ends at the car park, so
it has to make the right impression. We chose
the WPS pay-on-foot system because we had
already been convinced it is an efficient
alternative to pay & display requiring fewer
staff and not having to rely on enforcement –
which is vital for the customer experience. It
is also completely self-service, supporting
COVID safety.”
Two of WPS’ ParkAdvance™ pay stations,
one that is cashless, will support chip & pin,
contactless, Apple and Google Pay

functionality, and feature an intuitive 12-inch,
fully-customisable colour screen and IP
intercom. Chip & pin and contactless
payment functionality will also be installed at
exit barriers to support a smooth exit for
customers who forget to pay.
Supporting the business in providing its
visitors with a COVID-safe experience, the
system includes touchless entry sensors and
ticket scanners.
High-performing automatic number plate
recognition (ANPR) cameras will be installed
at the entry and exit barriers, enabling the use
of parking payment apps. The app provides
pre-payment, season ticket and truly-freeflow access options with subscribers entering
and exiting automatically when the ANPR
system recognises registered car number
plates. RFID proximity readers will provide
straight-forward access to residents.
The system is compatible with Portsmouth
City Council’s VMS communication system
to enable the communication of number of
spaces available on key routes in the City
Centre.
With a sophisticated IP-based operating
architecture the WPS ParkAdvance™ system
provides a flexible, future-proofed and
intelligent solution, and Patrick says this was
an important aspect of the purchase decision:
“Setting up different access for various
users, local hotel guests and residents, for
example, is very straightforward,” he says.
“And future-proofing our investment, we can
add functionality as and when required – for
example when feasible, we may introduce
loyalty promotions such as discounted
parking for customers that eat in restaurants
in the Dockyard.”

Simon Jarvis, Managing Director of WPS in
the UK, says as we come out of lockdown, it
is more important than ever that parking
facilities deliver the right customer
experience and support businesses’ revenues:
“The leisure industry depends on the
customer journey, and when attracting visitors
back it will be important to provide a simple,
COVID-safe experience. And for businesses
having to look more closely at the bottom
line it will also be essential that the revenues
generated by parking facilities are optimised.
“Portsmouth Historic Dockyard is a
fantastic addition to WPS’ leisure industry
portfolio.”
“WPS took the time to fully understand our
venue and its requirements and the result is a
convenient system ideally suited to our
needs,” concludes Patrick. “And with the
revenue our car park generates supporting us
as a charity and enabling us to reinvest profits
into preserving history and providing a fun
and educational public attraction – it was
essential we got it right.”
The car park at Portsmouth Historic
Dockyard has 295 spaces, 13 of which are
disabled and four are electric.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
DV Signage teams up with Scale Space to launch Interaction.Works – a highend collaboration workspace in response to Hybrid Working revolution
DV Signage

Q 021

The workspace innovator DV Signage has partnered with Scale
Space, the UK’s community for scale-ups, to offer an exciting new
Collaboration-as-a-Service workspace to be branded
Interaction.Works. The Interaction.Works concept responds directly
to the emerging Hybrid Working trend as companies begin shaping
the Future of Work as the UK emerges from lockdown.
Interaction.Works brings together the installation, integration and
workspace design expertise of DV Signage, with the very latest
Prysm 6K LPD Prysm 190 inch canvas and collaborative software,
to create a cutting-edge collaboration space that can be configured
for team collaboration events, management strategy and ideation
sessions, remote team co-working, product launches, product
demonstrations and more.
The very first dedicated Interaction.Works space, which will be
complete within the next two weeks, is situated inside Scale Space
White City, in the heart of a newly-designated Innovation District
for West London owned by Imperial College.
The impressive 200,000 square foot Scale Space building
provides a home to Imperial College Business School, Blenheim
Chalcot’s portfolio of venture businesses and an increasing number
of scale-ups in the digital and life sciences sector. Scale Space
offers its members a unique combination of onsite university
connections, venture building know-how and co-working office
space with communal facilities to help them scale rapidly and
successfully.
Interaction.Works is the brainchild of Richard Cobbold, founder
of DV Signage who has teamed up with Prysm Systems and Scale
Space in response to the massive changes in working practices
driven by the pandemic:
“The WFH (Work From Home) revolution has all but eliminated
9 to 5, 5 days a week office-only working. Going forward firms
will need to re-imagine their offices as branded venues that make
the most of bringing their employees together, inspiring team coworking and enhancing group collaboration. Technology,
architecture and workspace design that seamlessly blends that
physical and virtual divide will be key.’
Interaction.Works will be London’s first dedicated CollaborationAs-A-Service showcase – combining the very latest in large scale
collaboration technologies with on demand professional
facilitators and accredited training programs to ensure optimised

business outcomes and
enhanced digital productivity in
the ‘new normal’.
“These are the technologies
and business practices that have
underpinned the competitive
edge previously enjoyed only by
the big multinationals.
Interaction.Works for the first
time makes these available to
businesses of all sizes.
“As businesses begin to
rationalise their workspace
requirements around Hybrid
Working, at-home employees
will need to seamless mix with
in-office teams.
Interaction.Works shows how
this is possible, either ondemand in our specialist shared facility or deployed directly to a
corporate customer’s own workspace.”
Whether companies bring their teams together once a month,
once a quarter or once a year, accessing Interaction.Works allows
firms to benefit on demand from a fully managed, fully-catered,
tech-supported and high-spec innovation environment.
Cobbold added: “We ensure these spaces are highly accessible.
We surround them with technical support and specialist training
capability – and ensure that each and every time an organisation
gets it teams together the purpose of that meeting is achieved:
creativity is unlocked, deals get over the line and those that cannot
physically be there have the same high quality, immersive
experience as those that are.”
Michael Holmes, CCO of Scale Space added:
“We are delighted to offer cutting-edge collaboration facilities
within our White City building. Previously a privilege of larger
firms, this high-end technology will be shared as a service within
our space, democratising its use and allowing our member
companies and Imperial College MBA students to access tools they
would not otherwise have easy access to. This will no doubt foster
innovation, which is ultimately what we are here to facilitate.”

Survey sets out to help align pest control and facilities management sectors
Basis Prompt

Q 022

Independent professional register of
qualified pest controllers, BASIS
PROMPT, has launched a short online
survey to gain an insight into customer
perceptions of professionalism within the
pest control industry.
Greg Hopkinson head of business
development and marketing at PROMPT is
asking those working within the facilities
management or public sectors to fill in the
questionnaire by the end of May.
The survey also aims to understand
whether respondents believe the
accreditations of the pest controllers they
employ are authentic. This follows the
launch of PROMPT Verified, a search tool
that allows those seeking a pest technician
to check that accreditations are valid.
“In carrying out this survey, we hope to
be able to raise overall awareness of the
importance of professionalism within the
pest control industry and improve customer
and consumer experience,” says Greg.
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“Once completed we’ll share the results
with the relevant industries, which we hope
will increase awareness of the importance
of employing pest technicians with
qualifications and up to date Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) points.
“Pest technicians play a vital role in
keeping public and private spaces disease
free, so it’s crucial that anyone who
employs them ensures they’re suitably
qualified for the task in hand. Those with
CPD points should also be aware of all
relevant legislation when carrying out a
procedure,” explains Greg.
Have your say
To complete the survey visit:
https://lnkd.in/d35txx4 or for more
information please contact them on 01335
301311 or at prompt@basis-reg.co.uk.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
phs AERAMAX air purifiers proven to eliminate
coronavirus surrogate
phs Group

Q 024

The independent results verify that phs’ AERAMAX Pro air
purifiers eliminate 99.99% of an airborne coronavirus
surrogate, helping to create cleaner and safer indoor
environments.
For months, the CDC, ASHRAE and ‘healthy building’
scientific advocates have recommended portable air cleaners
using HEPA filtration for protection against COVID-19.
However, Fellowes, the manufacturer of AERAMAX, wanted
to put this to the test. As it is not yet possible or ethically
responsible for labs to aerosolise Sars-CoV-2 for airborne
testing in a large test chamber environment, the coronavirus
which causes COVID-19, researchers were tasked with using
a valid surrogate virus. The results proved that AERAMAX
captures 99.99% of coronavirus particles and is the strongest
indicator yet that it is also likely to be effective against
COVID-19.
AERAMAX air purifiers work by cleaning the air in indoor
environments, physically removing impurities using fourstage HEPA filters. They also reduce allergens such as dust,
pollen and VOCs as well as odours, exposure to VOCs and
tackle the rising problem of indoor air pollution. In
AERAMAX trials in nursery settings, air quality was found
to be as much as seven times cleaner with reports of a
reduction in illness and sick days. The devices also provides a
real-time display of the air quality and machine performance
for building users.
Much of the discussion around returning to workplaces has
so far been in relation to keeping surfaces clean, but just
weeks ago, new research from America has found that the
risk of contracting coronavirus from touching a contaminated
surface is low. Updated guidelines from the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) states that the chances are less than 1
in 10,000. The findings will put pressure on organisations to
shift their focus to ensure indoor air quality standards.
Paul Linden, a professor of fluid mechanics at Cambridge
University said: “A lot of the focus to date has been on the
transmission of physical touch; combated through regular
handwashing and cleaning; and droplets which are expelled
when an infected person breathes, talks or coughs. What
we’re not talking about enough is the smaller infected
droplets and particles which remain airborne once breathed
out – and about what happens to them.
These smaller, infected airborne droplets and particles,
known as aerosols, enter the air simply by being breathed out
and are not contained by masks. Growing evidence indicates
infected aerosols can linger in the air for up to hours at a time
and provide a viable route for COVID-19 transmission. There is
even a risk that, depending on the ventilation system, these
aerosols may be spread around a building exposing more people to
coronavirus and increasing the risk of infection.”
AERAMAX forms part of the newly-launched COVID bundle
from hygiene services provider phs, alongside a comprehensive
range of products to create a robust line of defence against
coronavirus, supporting businesses and public sector organisations
to reopen premises safely.
Other products in the phs COVID bundle include the BIOZONE
UV air purification system which is scientifically proven to kill
COVID-19 alongside other viruses and bacteria in less than one
second. The range also includes contactless hand-sanitiser
dispensers, HEPA-filter hand dryers, non-touch automatic sanitary
bins, Safe Touch door handles, as well as a supply of antibacterial
wipes and cleaning products. Customers of the COVID-bundle will
receive a COVID-secure plaque to display, demonstrating the
precautions being taken to open safely; helping to reassure building
users and boost confidence when they return.
Paul Doble, Chief Commercial Officer of phs, commented: “The
power of air purifiers is really quite incredible but there is also a
real lack of awareness of them. Having the ability to remove
viruses and diseases from indoor environments has become more
important than ever before as people are starting to return to

business. Scientific researchers have proven that AERAMAX air
purifiers are effective against day-to-day viruses and infections
such as colds and flu but also eliminate 99.99% of coronavirus
surrogate. Used as part of a package of hygiene measures including
hand washing, sanitisation and cleaning, air purifiers create a safer,
cleaner environment for all building users – from schools, care
homes and retailers to the hospitality industry and workplaces. Not
only will this help organisations open up their premises with
confidence, it will also help future proof against day-to-day
illnesses and the risk of future outbreaks.”
John Fellowes, fourth-generation CEO of Fellowes Brands,
commented: “We understand people are seeking the best solution to
accomplish their short-term goals of fighting the coronavirus and
their longer-term vision to provide their employees and customers
cleaner air. Our investment in these tests was to ensure we can
offer our clients the reassurance that Fellowes AERAMAX Pro air
purifiers are indeed effective in removing forms of coronavirus
from indoor air. Our company is proud to be of service to many
businesses, schools, professional arenas and stadiums and the
fragile healthcare population’s reopening stories. While we’ve been
providing health and wellness solutions to workplaces for years,
our air purification business is among our most meaningful
commitments to workplace health ever in our history.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
Why do schools lack fire protection such as sprinklers?
Sprinkler Alliance

Q 027

Iain Cox, Chair of the Business Sprinkler
Alliance
The upheaval in education due to the
pandemic in the past year has only
highlighted how damaging the closure of
schools has been and the legacy of lost
learning. Further unnecessary interruption
to education should be avoided, not least
when it comes to fire. With hundreds of
schools in the UK having a fire each year It
needs further action. During the past year
we have seen major fires in schools across
the UK all without sprinklers that could
have minimised those incidents. As we
enter the NFCC Sprinkler Week, fewer than
one-in-six new schools have been built with
a sprinkler system installed. It is time we
changed that.
School fires have a devastating impact on
both a school and a community. Three
school fires in Derbyshire last year are a
painful reminder of the damage, disruption
and the costs incurred when they are not
fitted with sprinklers.
On the morning of Saturday 3rd October,
six fire engines and two aerial ladder
platforms were called to attend a major
blaze at St Mary’s Catholic Voluntary
Academy in Darley Abbey, Derby. The fire
quickly engulfed the building, which was
largely destroyed and reported as a ‘total
loss’. Just 48 hours later, in the early hours
of Monday 5th October, there was a second
severe fire only four miles away, this time
at Ravensdale Infant School in Mickleover
which required 12 fire engines from the
Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service. Whilst
the Fire and Rescue service brought the fire
under control there was extensive damage
to the building. Neither building had
sprinklers fitted.
The children from the St Mary’s Catholic
Voluntary Academy were originally sent to
work from home for three weeks before
being displaced into two separate local
schools. They have now been reunited in
temporary accommodation within a
refurbished office block over three floors.
There is no firm date for the replacement

school. The children from
the Ravensdale school are
being moved to temporary
locations and may move
again during the £8 million
rebuild of their schools
which is expected to be
completed late in 2022.
These two devastating fires
come in the wake of a blaze
in the same area four months
earlier at Harrington Junior
School in Long Eaton,
Derbyshire. Thankfully, no children were
on site and teachers and staff who were
working in the building were able to
evacuate safely. Despite the efforts of the
Fire and Rescue Service, they were unable
to save the building. Not only did the fire
severely affect the children’s education
when they returned to temporary classroom
accommodation after lockdown, the school
will have to be rebuilt. The temporary
classroom accommodation was noted to
cost £500,000 and is expected to be in
place for two years during the rebuild. The
cost of the rebuild was further reported to
be £5.5 million and will require central
funding.
Currently, sprinklers are currently only
mandatory in new school buildings in
Scotland and centrally funded schools in
Wales, but not in England and Northern
Ireland. Yet observations on the incidence
of fire relative to the population of school
buildings, indicate that the rate of fires in
England is the same as in Scotland and
Wales.
According to a 2019 study by Zurich
Municipal1, education insurer for half of
the schools and universities in the UK, twothirds of schools have ‘poor’ fire protection
and are not properly prepared for a
potential damaging fire. It also found that
schools in England are ‘twice as likely’ to
suffer fires than other school buildings. The
insurer has stated that a change to
government legislation to make sprinklers
mandatory will not only protect children in
school, but will also contain a fire to the

room it starts when it begins out of school
hours.
The government is still considering the
response to its call for evidence on
Building Bulletin 100 (BB100) which
closed in May 2019. The BSA has always
highlighted that BB100 sets the right
expectations around the protection of
schools and the continuity of education. It
sets an expectation that the school should
be fully functional within 24 hours of a fire,
apart from the room where the fire
occurred. The BSA wants the government
to explicitly maintain these objectives and
enhance the “sprinkler expectation” in the
revised BB100 so that fewer schools are
damaged and destroyed by fire. Better still,
the government should make property
protection a consideration for the fire safety
Building Regulations to effectively protect
all buildings of significant social and/or
economic value from fire.
Ensuring the safety of a building’s
occupants is considered the minimum under
current regulations, but it is clearly not the
optimal outcome. A sprinkler system would
serve to protect both the occupants and the
building, allowing students to return to
normality far more rapidly and with
considerably less disruption to teachers’
already hectic schedules during this
pandemic.
Fires in schools must be avoided. How
many more fires need to occur before
sprinkler installation becomes a prerequisite
of school design and safety?

Property maintenance gets Uber like upgrade
Tradee On Demand

Q 027

A Hertfordshire tech business has
launched a brand new on-demand service to
plug a gap in the property maintenance
market. Tradee On Demand is the UK’s
first peer-to-peer platform connecting
vetted tradespeople with end users such as
homeowners, tenants and letting agents in
real time.
With the aim of making ordering a
tradesperson as easy as ordering an Uber,
Tradee On Demand’s long overdue app
brings cutting edge innovation to a largely
traditional marketplace.
The Tradee On Demand app is designed
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to counter longstanding issues within the
industry, enabling customers to find reliable
tradespeople who are available when
needed, avoid inflated invoices, and remove
the fear of poor workmanship.
The app deploys a strict vetting process to
onboard ‘Tradee Experts’, highlighting
instantly available traders, setting
competitive rates, and championing per
minute prices. This transparency gives
service users complete confidence upfront
that prices will not be rounded up to the
next hour.
A two-way review system benefits

customers and tradespeople alike, with
tradespeople on the app also able to avoid
high rates for leads, paying monthly
subscriptions for listings, and time spent
doing quotes.
Business co-founders Jamie Matthews
and Bob Dha have over 35 years combined
experience in property maintenance and
business and digital marketing respectively.
They were inspired to create Tradee On
Demand after each struggled to source
tradespeople when needed.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk

News
Mul-T-Lock’s eCLIQ® is put through its paces at Barry’s studios throughout London
Q 030

Mul-T-Lock

Leading lock manufacturer Mul-T-Lock has provided all seven of
Barry’s studios in London with its eCLIQ® locks and over 100
accompanying keys in order to manage access rights across each
studio.
Founded in 1998 in West Hollywood, Barry’s fitness classes soon
became known throughout the world, with studios opening up
across America and Canada, in the Middle East and throughout
Europe. Today, there are over 140,000 global members of Barry’s
FitFam, with eight boutique studios in the UK.
London-based Astoria Fire and Security Ltd recommended MulT-Lock’s eCLIQ® access control solution to all seven of Barry’s
studios throughout London, to help combat lost keys and achieve
complex access requirements.
Fraser McNair, Contracts Manager at Astoria Fire and Security
commented: “Mul-T-Lock’s eCLIQ® system has enabled us to
program locks and cut keys without traditional locksmithing skills
or equipment, which is invaluable to a specialist fire and security
company such as ours.
“The convenience and cost saving to our customer has also meant
that the product has virtually sold itself and it gives them the
control to manage their security directly from a phone application
that is both secure and easy to use. They can now reconfigure their
security within minutes themselves and lost keys can be cancelled
immediately. They also have the added cconvenience of only
granting access rights on certain days at certain times depending on
the role of the key holder.”
With a number of employees that require access to the studios at
various times of the day/week and with confidential client data
kept on file within each building, Barry’s required a solution that
would offer a high level of physical security as well as data
protection.
Mul-T-Lock’s eCLIQ® access control system
allows end-users to both grant and remove
access permissions remotely. This includes the
ability to schedule individual access
permissions for each key, as well as to provide
time-limited access. If a key is lost, access can
be also be revoked using the eCLIQ® software,
all managed from a cloud-based system.
The eCLIQ® system is particularly useful for
leisure facilities that often suffer from a high
staff turnover. Having the ability to remove
access permissions when a member of staff
leaves allows facilities managers and business
owners to uphold their security and the safety of
visitors and staff.
This not only offers enhanced security, but
also significantly reduces whole life costing. In

the past, when a mechanical key is lost, security can only be
guaranteed by replacing the whole mechanical suite of locks – at
an unwelcome cost and often disruption to ‘business as usual’ for
facilities. Locks can also be easily removed and moved to a new
site without the need for expensive re-wiring found in most other
access control systems.
Jacques Vermeulen, Regional Sales Manager for Mul-T-Lock
added: “Fitness studios and gyms have very complex access and
security requirements, with 24-hour shift patterns for staff,
deliveries throughout the day, and contractors needing one-time
access. Plus, the management of visitors and their flow around a
building, needs to be non-intrusive yet secure and reassuring.
“Even though keys provide physical access to critical assets
within gyms and health clubs, including areas that house servers
holding customer data, and to offices where customers’ accounts
are managed, we often see end-users unsure of
how many keys they have in circulation, or
where they are at any given time. More
worryingly, often when staff leave there is no
system to revoke access or monitor if they
return the keys.
“The safety and security of visitors and staff is
paramount for any customer facing business,
but in such a competitive industry the smooth
running and ongoing service can be vital to its
success and profitability. Security and access
systems, such as eCLIQ® from Mul-T-Lock,
not only improves safety and mitigates risk but
also helps with business continuity, which is a
valuable asset to the leisure industry.”
To learn more about Mul-T-Lock’s CLIQ®
technology, please call 01902 364200, email
internalsales@mul-t-lock.co.uk or visit
www.mul-t-lock.co.uk.

‘Tickbox culture’ could threaten post-Covid infrastructure plans, says new report
Gleeds

Q 031

A new report published by Gleeds in
partnership with Radix, suggests that
Government plans for billions of £pounds
of infrastructure investment intended to
boost the UK economy post-Covid are
being jeopardised by a ‘tickbox culture’,
ever present in procurement and
management.
Spearheaded by Radix, the think tank for
contemporary politics whose fellows
include Sir Vince Cable, Stephen Kinnock
MP, and Lord Andrew Lansley, ‘Tickbox
Infrastructure’ takes an in-depth look at the
impact of the public sector’s reliance on
bureaucracy to keep large scale
infrastructure schemes on track. In it, the
authors argue that plans to deliver new
hospitals, housing and transport links, as set

out in the recent Spring budget, will all face
delays, cost overruns and safety issues
unless the role of human judgement is
prioritised.
The robust exposition was produced by
the organisation’s co-founder David Boyle,
himself a prolific journalist and author of
the widely acclaimed ‘Tickbox’, in
collaboration with esteemed non-fiction
writer, Lesley Yarranton. It also benefits
from the insightful contributions of a
number of key industry figures, including
leading academics from York and Liverpool
Universities, engineers from overseas
transport ministries, and Gleeds Chairman
Richard Steer. The publication comes off
the back of Gleeds’ own recent market
survey, in which contractors cited

infrastructure as one of the top five sectors
for tender opportunities going into the
second half of the year.
Using the government’s introduction to its
recent planning white paper as a basis, in
which it suggests it aims to “tear down [the
planning process] and start again”, the new
paper makes a number of
recommendations. These include bolstering
local government institutions instead of
creating huge, centralised power structures;
fostering a change of culture in Whitehall
to promote faster decision-making;
encouraging a shift to Irish-style
consultative assemblies; and placing senior
engineers into government departments to
act as scientific officers.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Smart Buildings: Shaping How We Live and Work in 2021
Johnson Controls

Q 035

More than half of organisations plan to
increase their investment in renewable
energy, energy efficiency, and smart
building technology in 2021. This is
according to Johnson Controls’ annual
Energy Efficiency Indicator survey.
Interestingly enough, these business plans
are comparable with investment trends that
came after the 2010 recession; now likely a
result of preparation for the post-pandemic
world.
As people begin returning to shared
spaces once herd immunity has been
reached, the health of building occupants
and energy efficiency will continue to be
top of mind—and an investment priority for
facilities managers around the world.
What are the drivers?
- Health and safety concerns.
- Reducing energy use and working
towards net zero targets.
- New awareness around reducing the
spread of infection as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
- The need to increase the ability to
operate under different conditions, both
planned and unforeseen.
In this article, we’ll delve further into the
survey and reflect on the conclusions
drawn. It is important to note that while the
report reflects an analysis of the US market,
many of the themes are appropriate to the
European property industry, and the
research opinions are likely shared by the
majority.
Net zero is the new hero
As Paris Agreement obligations edge
closer, facilities managers are under
increasing pressure to reach net zero
targets.
- 70% of organisations are very or
extremely likely to have one or more
facilities that are nearly zero, net zero or
positive energy or carbon status in the next
10 years (an increase of 7% from 2019).

- 66% are very or extremely likely to have
one or more facilities able to operate off the
grid in the next 10 years (an increase of 3%
from 2019).
- 63% invested in onsite renewable energy
in 2020 (a 22% increase from 2019).
How smart tech can help: The key to
harnessing energy efficiencies is having
access to accurate, real-time energy
consumption data. By knowing how energy
is used in your facility (and when), you can
identify an “energy action plan” that works
for you. This is the role of a smart energy
meter; using these will put you in control
of your consumption.
Other smart, sensor-based technologies
can help reduce energy consumption. For
example, occupancy sensors can control
lighting and heating so that energy is only
being used when someone is in the room.
A breath of fresh air
With the evidence strongly indicating that
COVID-19 is spread through aerosol
transmission, indoor air quality is set to
become tantamount to facility safety for
facilities managers.
According to the survey:
- 79% are planning to or have already
increased air filtration.
- 75% are planning to or have already
installed an air treatment system.
- 72% are planning to or have already
increased outdoor air ventilation rates.
How smart tech can help: New
technology is enabling better air quality by
observing and monitoring air quality in real
time. Indoor air quality sensors can
continually measure the air quality within a
given area and send an immediate alert if
the air quality or ventilation is
compromised in any way.
Simple, smart management systems
According to 81% of survey respondents,
increasing the flexibility of facilities and

buildings to quickly respond to a variety of
emergency conditions was a “very” or
“extremely important” driver of investment.
Managers are looking for multi-faceted,
'all-in-one' solutions that can streamline
workflows and business operations at a
glance.
- 75% have invested in the integration of
security systems with other building
monitoring systems (an increase of 36%
from the 2019 study).
- 33% plan to invest in the integration of
building technology systems with
distributed energy resources in the next
year (an increase of 15% from the previous
study).
- 79% say that data analytics and machine
learning will have an extremely or very
significant impact on buildings.
How smart tech can help:
From occupant health to energy
efficiency, having an interconnected smart
building system is fast becoming the norm
rather than the exception. The ability to
monitor, maintain and control various
aspects of a building remotely via a single
dashboard allows the facility manager to—
quite literally—ensure a safe, efficient,
energy-saving environment at all times,
from anywhere.
The future is here; and, as evidenced by
the survey, the adoption of these smart
systems has become a case of “when”, not
“if”.

Plant Hire market impacted by Covid 19
AMA Research

Q 037

The UK plant hire market declined significantly in 2020 due to the
Covid-19 pandemic. The fall in demand as well as fleet utilisation
rates can be attributed to the overall fall in construction levels in the
majority of end use sectors throughout the pandemic.
The UK plant hire market is diverse, with equipment ranging from
excavators to lighting towers and regional equipment requirements
with low ground pressure excavators popular in the South and a
strong focus on quarry and mining dump trucks in the North. In
general, the level and nature of plant hire is impacted by the
construction cycle, with the hire of excavators for groundworks
initiating the cycle.
It is stated that the plant hire market is heavily influenced by
overall construction levels as well as industrial activity and the
general performance of the UK economy. Some hire sectors are
more influenced by non-construction sectors such as manufacturing,
waste management, the weather, and the events sector.
Other influences, such as weather-related factors impact on the
level of hire demand, such as flooding which tends to stimulate
demand for the hire of pumps, generators and dehumidifiers.
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Subsequently there has been an increase in damaged roads,
stimulating demand for equipment such as compactors and rollers to
undertake road repairs and fill potholes.
The Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 significantly impacted on the
development and advancements of plant hire, although the second
lockdown did not impact hire demand as much as the first because
construction and infrastructure sectors continued to operate.
In addition to hire demand, plant hire companies were affected by
the extra costs of sanitising machines and operators’ safety, which
impacts on company profits. However, in addition to open
construction sites, some hire companies benefited from demand for
the Covid-19 emergency response supporting government and
private sector responses to the pandemic. This included for example
providing vital equipment for hospitals, alternative care facilities,
testing sites and telecommunications and utility companies. The
main types of equipment required at testing and vaccination centres
included generators, site cabins and lighting towers.
Prospects for the plant hire market into the medium-term are
relatively optimistic.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Certified rebuilds: The machines that are forever young
Q 038

Finning (UK) Ltd

Did you know that cast iron skillets get better with age? As
cooking oil seeps into the pan, it decreases the stickiness of the
surface, meaning a well-loved pan cooks better than a new one.
But is the same true of well-loved construction machinery? Or,
when the old faithful is due a major overhaul, is it time to retire it
and invest in a new machine? Here David Carter, Product Manager
for Engine & Drivetrain at exclusive Caterpillar dealer Finning UK
& Ireland, reflects on the rise of rebuilds and explains why you
shouldn’t give up on your favourite dozer, wheel loader or
excavator just yet.
The UK’s industrial output was hit hard by the recession of 1981.
Many owners and operators who needed to upgrade their machines,
such as the Cat® 824C Wheeled Dozer and D8K Crawler Dozer
which were popular at the time, simply didn’t have the resources or
capital to purchase new equipment. However, back then, that was
the only simple option. But in 1984, Caterpillar and its dealers
changed the market, by unveiling a cost-effective alternative to
buying new machines and the rise of rebuilds began.
Today, contractors and companies can achieve a low total cost of
ownership (TCO) from a machine by implementing a
comprehensive maintenance plan and rebuild strategy. This delivers
an effective second or third life for a piece of equipment for a
fraction of the cost of buying new.
For example, a Cat D6 Dozer exceeding approximately 14,000
hours, or with engine fuel burn above the 100% threshold, will
inevitably start to slip in terms of performance and efficiency. The
top tier level of option, buying new, is a large investment for a
customer when comparing against a rebuild. Opting for a certified
powertrain rebuild on a D6 would give you like-new performance
but is a 70% saving versus buying new – a much smaller hole in
your wallet.
What are the options?
There are three main types of machine rebuild programme.
Powertrain rebuilds, covering the radiator, engine, transmission,
torque convertor, final drive and axle. Powertrain & Hydraulic
rebuilds, covering the mentioned powertrain components plus
cylinders, pumps, motors, valve blocks and hoses. Thirdly,
Complete Cat Certified Rebuilds, which restore the whole machine
to like-new performance and appearance.
This like-new status comes from the, approximately, 7,000 parts
which are renewed, but also the inspection and evaluation of 85%
of the parts on the machine which can be re-used, thus meaning a
Certified Rebuild can be an environmentally sustainable solution,
helping to build a better world. The proud owner will also have the
peace of mind that the machine is warranted with a five-year Cat

EPP which is provided free of charge on all our certified rebuilds
throughout 2021.
While cost is a clear motivator, machines going through the
certified rebuild process will also benefit from the latest critical
technology and engineering upgrades, so operators can benefit
from the latest technologies at no extra cost. Optional productionenhancing technologies can also be added during the rebuild
process, such as Cat Slope Assist, or any of the Cat Grade
technologies.
“Cat technology is backward-compatible within a model series,
so an earlier model receiving a certified rebuild can be equipped
with the latest technology,” Dave Matranga, marketing professional
at Caterpillar.
One of the most commonly rebuilt machines at Finning UK &
Ireland is the 980H Wheel Loader, a staple piece of heavy
equipment in quarrying & aggregates, mining, Industrial, waste and
steelworks. The 980H is a perfect example of a machine that was
built to be rebuilt, with a 60 per cent saving in costs when
rebuilding the Powertrain compared to buying new with a five-year
warranty included.
In 2020, more companies have seen the benefits of the Cat
certified rebuild programme — the Finning Repair, Rebuild and
Response (RRR) teams delivered 60 certified machine rebuild &
component rebuilds during the course of the year, despite the
global pandemic to support our customers with the long-term
investment of their assets. Find out more about the process on the
Finning website — you’ll see that, just like your cast iron skillet,
your trusty Cat can age well too.

Half of properties marketed since the government announced a Stamp Duty
holiday extension have sold within 31 days
Andrews Property Group

Q 040

Data published by Andrews Property
Group, reveals that almost half (49%) of all
new properties listed since the Government
announced the stamp duty holiday
extension have sold within a month.

the south of England, new instructions
actually fell by more than a quarter (26%)
in April compared to March. This follows
instructions almost doubling in March vs
February, up 97%.

Buyers have been quick to make offers
since early March once the Chancellor
confirmed that the stamp duty holiday
would be extended until the end of June;
keen to progress sales to avoid missing out
on the tax saving.

Viewings were also down by almost a
third (32%) in April vs March, possibly as
a result of the lack of new property stock
coming onto the market.

However, a lack of supply is also driving
the buying frenzy we are currently
experiencing, with fear of missing out
motivating buyers to move quickly when
they see a property they like. Demand is
outstripping supply, particularly for houses
with gardens.
Across Andrews network of 50 offices in

David Westgate, Group Chief Executive,
Andrews Property Group, comments:
“Unlike the British weather, the market is
super hot right now. Since Rishi announced
on 3rd March that the stamp duty holiday
would be extended, we have seen quality
properties going under offer within days of
being listed.
“We can’t take on new instructions fast
enough to meet the demand at the moment,

and the lack of new stock, particularly
houses with outside space, is frustrating
highly motivated buyers.
“For any homeowners serious about
selling, this is the perfect time to be
marketing your property, but these
favourable conditions won’t last forever, so
this isn’t the time for a wait-and-see
approach.
“We may see market activity dip once the
stamp duty tax break starts to taper off
from the start of July, and again at the end
of September, when the tax break ends. The
Chancellor is unlikely to extend the stamp
duty holiday again, so sellers have a three
month window of opportunity to market
their properties before conditions could
become more unpredictable.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Stamp Duty

Everything You Need to Know About the
Stamp Duty Holiday
By Ella Pumford, Content Manager at
St. Modwen Homes
Buying and owning a home is a key aspiration for many
people. Having a place to call your own is an essential part of
life but getting onto and climbing the property ladder can be
expensive – the average property price in the UK is now
£238,831.
But if you’re in the market to buy your first or next home,
now may be the best time to do so. New government
initiatives mean that there are now a variety of opportunities
to save money when buying your home. One money-saving
scheme includes the Stamp Duty holiday. Here, we explore
everything you need to know about the Stamp Duty holiday.

What is Stamp Duty?
Simply put, Stamp Duty is a tax on property sales. You’ll
likely have to pay Stamp Duty if you’re buying residential
property in England or Northern Ireland. Stamp Duty is an
important tax for the government. According to HM Revenue
and Customs, Stamp Duty raises about £12 billion every year
for the government.
In Scotland, Stamp Duty is replaced by a Land and Buildings
Transaction Tax. In Wales, homebuyers may have to pay a Land
Transaction Tax.
The government has introduced a tax break on Stamp Duty,
which is currently ongoing. Since July 2020, people buying
homes in England and Northern Ireland have not paid tax on
the first £500,000 of the property value. The rates previous to
this meant that Stamp Duty was paid on properties above the
value of £125,000. This was set to return to normal after 31st
March 2021. However, the Stamp Duty holiday has since been
extended.

When does the Stamp Duty holiday end?
As mentioned, this tax break was scheduled to end after 31st
March 2021. However, the scheme proved popular for
homebuyers, homebuilding businesses, and estate agents. The
relief helped boost a property market that had been hit by
COVID restrictions and national lockdowns.
Subsequently, the government has extended the Stamp Duty
holiday until 30th June 2021. After this point, there will be a
gradual return to the usual rates of Stamp Duty.
However, whether you’re planning on buying new builds in
Wantage or looking for houses for sale in Locking, you may
have more time to take advantage of a Stamp Duty holiday.
National housebuilder, St. Modwen Homes, is offering a Stamp
Duty holiday extension until 30th September 2021*. The
homebuilders will pay the Stamp Duty for a select number of
homes worth up to £500,000 – matching the initial holiday the
government offered for three months after the treasury scheme
ends. This could save homebuyers thousands.

How much could I save?
Tax can be complicated; we all know it. And Stamp Duty
comes with so many boundaries for property value. Ultimately,
the amount of tax you’ll have to pay depends on if you’re
buying a house for the first time or not, and the value of the
property.
You can find out exactly how much Stamp Duty you will owe
through the Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) calculator. Or you can
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get a solid idea from this handy guide from St. Modwen
Homes, which reveals what you should expect to pay with their
Stamp Duty extension on different home values for both firsttime buyers and property ladder climbers. The guide also
shows how much you can expect to pay after their Stamp Duty
holiday extension ends.
As the guide explains, both first-time buyers and existing
homeowners will not have to pay any Stamp Duty on
properties up to the value of £500,000. However, after 30th
September 2021, this exclusive offer from St. Modwen Homes
will end and you will have to pay Stamp Duty. This means that
if you buy a house for £350,000, first-time buyers will have to
pay an extra £2,500 and existing homeowners will have to pay
£7,500.
Ultimately, the Stamp Duty holiday extension can represent
savings of up £15,000. So, if you’re looking to buy a home,
completing the sale before the end of September may be in
your best interest.
Buying a home is a rewarding experience. But you could be
rewarded further by snapping up a property before the end of
June (or the end of September for those claiming exclusive
offers). If you’re looking into buying a home in the near future,
you may want to accelerate your efforts to find your dream
home and complete its sale. It could save you thousands.

Sources:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-56941162
https://stmodwenhomes.co.uk/ways-to-buy/stamp-duty-holiday-extension/
https://www.tax.service.gov.uk/calculate-stamp-duty-land-tax/#/intro

Lone Worker Protection

How do you protect a nation of lone workers?
By Chris Potts, Marketing Director, ANT Telecom

For many organisations, employees working from home is no
new thing. But since the outbreak of Covid-19 and the
immediate decision by the government to restrict travel and to
work from home where possible, the typical office worker had
to quickly adapt to working from home as best they can.
As we begin to ease out of lockdown, many employers and
employees have welcomed the flexibility that home working
provides. Combined with the increase in productivity, many are
reluctant to return to the old Monday to Friday 9-5 routine on
a permanent basis.
It therefore appears, for the immediate future at least, home
working as we now know it is here to stay for the vast
majority of employees. But faced with a nation of lone
workers, how must employers adapt to adequately safeguard
their employees? Chris Potts, Marketing Director, ANT Telecom,
explains.

Lone worker safeguarding
When lockdown restrictions were imposed, the normal health
and safety checks and balances that would ordinarily take
place to facilitate a person working from home were
dispensed. The immediate danger was far greater than the
potential risk of back ache by an employee setting up their
workstation incorrectly, for example. After all, the move to
working from home was only intended as a temporary
measure. However, with businesses now having had several
months to get used to the new way of operating – it is now
important to carry out all those important checks. Employers
need to make sure those that are working from home are
doing so safely, and not doing anything that could impact their
health in the short or long term.
There are of course a number of things to consider, but one
that should not get overlooked is the fact that virtually
everyone is now working alone. The risk to a home worker is
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fairly low as are those risks when working in the office. But at
least everyone is together in the office and can react if
someone falls ill suddenly. There will certainly be some people
within the organisation that will feel perfectly safe working
from home. But if something were to happen and no processes
were in place to provide better protection, it’s not just the
individual that would suffer the consequences – the business
would too.
In many cases you would hope that the individual would be
able to use the house phone or a mobile phone to call for
help. But some incidents happen so suddenly that it just isn’t
possible to get to the phone in time.

Team communication
The most common accidents that occur each year are slips,
trips and falls. There’s an estimated250,000 non-fatal accidents
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on stairs which are serious enough to merit a trip to A&E each
year. Other similar incidents that could render the person
unconscious include slipping over in the shower or on the way
back from lunch in wintery icy conditions. With more people
now working from home, that number is only likely to increase.
The advice from the HSE is that employers should provide
supervision, education and training, as well as implementing
enough control measures to protect the homeworker.
Supervision should include pre-agreed intervals of regular
contact between the worker and employer through phone calls,
emails etc. Some may argue that these intervals should be
once every hour whereas others would say once daily may be
sufficient. The absolute minimum most seem to agree with is
that it is an employers’ responsibility to know that an
employee has at least started and finished their work safely.

In an office-based environment, companies would have this
covered as if employees didn’t turn up by their usual start time
someone would take notice and raise the alarm. With many
employees now working from home, how would anyone know?
Though perhaps employees may say they’re in touch with
colleagues daily, how long would it take for you to raise the
alarm if communication stopped? Minutes? Hours? In some
cases it could be days. The checks that we once took for
granted to ensure peoples’ safety are no longer in place – what
do we now do to replace them?
Of course, the home worker may be protected somewhat by
family members or house mates, but at some point even those
members may return to work at least some of the time. What
then? And how about those that live alone? Employers need to
consider those that are more vulnerable e.g. staff that are
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pregnant, more elderly, have difficulty walking or have an
existing health condition like diabetes or heart trouble.
When the onus is placed on managers and supervisors to
continually monitor employees, it can become a burden and a
distraction from their usual role. And when people are busy,
this is one of the first manual processes to fall by the wayside.
Some groups, especially those that feel vulnerable, would
welcome a more robust process to ensure their safety.

Scenario planning
One way we can identify the best approach is to first think
about how an investigation would play out if an incident was
to happen. What are the questions that could be asked and
where would the business be accountable? Such things could
include PAT testing, if a worker was electrocuted at home and
is an example of something that could have been avoided if
certain procedures and advice were followed. They may also
want to understand what time the incident took place and
when help first arrived. If an incident happened first thing in
the morning and was only discovered by a family member
upon returning home in the evening, it would be hard to argue
that the best method was in place.
By assessing hypothetical incidents, it is clear that companies
would benefit from a solution that clearly shows that workers
have at least started and ended their day safely. That way, if
someone didn’t check-in in the morning, a process could start
immediately at 9am to find out what’s happened, rather than

waiting until a member of the family returns that evening or
relying on someone internally raising the alarm. Similarly, if
someone fails to log out at the end of the day, an alarm can
be triggered. But some organisations or users may feel more
comfortable with more regular check ins. An app-based
solution enables the user to have more regular check-ins via a
method that’s easy to use and not onerous on anyone.
Moreover, with functionality that allows the user to quickly
trigger an alert themselves in the event of an emergency, or
automatically should they be rendered unconscious, all the
lone worker risk bases are covered.

End-to-end processes
While the alarm triggering solutions are crucial for
safeguarding, the process to resolve the incident is just as
important. Users will not use the solution if they do not have
full confidence their colleagues will help them when they need
them most. Responding to each alarm is a fundamental part of
the process and it’s important that users believe their
colleagues have the tools to do this effectively.
Essentially, how each company sets up their response team
structure is down to them. One company might decide that it
is better to have five or six responders that are responsible for
all company employees, others may prefer to have specific
responders, like a line manager and deputy, for each employee.
The response team can include family members and
neighbours too.
Once an alarm is raised, it can be communicated
to the appropriate response team on their
desktop, laptop or mobile phones, with the
details of the home worker, and when it was
activated.
But if several responders are notified, confusion
can occur as to who is responding to the
situation. As such, a single member of the
response team must take ownership to resolve
the incident, replying to the alert message
accordingly and then attempting to contact the
worker. This can involve coordinating with a
family member or neighbour to gain access to the
property, alerting the emergency services and
escalating the situation as necessary.
With a solution that also keeps a record of the
alerts that have been activated and resolved,
businesses can review where improvements can
be made in future and also demonstrate the
processes in place to the HSE, should they ever
be investigated – safeguarding not just their
employees, but the business as a whole.

Conclusion
Unsurprisingly with the rapid raise in home
working, most businesses are unlikely to have
adequate procedures in place to mitigate risks for
all their staff working at home. Merely relying on
the day-to-day business activity or the line
managers' discretionary catch-up-call is simply not
a robust enough system to protect all members of
staff. And increasing current measures such as
introducing more calls or online video meetings
will only act as an expensive roll call and become
a burden for certain employees.
An automated solution is far more effective and
can incorporate all home workers. This enables
the organisation to focus on its core business and
helps to reduce stress and workload for managers
and supervisory staff.

Lighting

Death of the wired light switch
By Graham Martin, Chairman and CEO, EnOcean Alliance

The writing is on the wall for the wired light switch.
Most of the world’s top manufacturers now feature a
wireless, batteryless switch option in their range, many
of which are powered by EnOcean technology. Legrand,
one of the world market leaders in light switches, is
the most recent to join the fold, launching a new
batteryless and wireless switch last month. The
momentum behind this technology has been quietly
building in the background for the last 20 years, but
what is powering the sudden upsurge in interest?

Installers driving interest
Installers are partly responsible for the increased popularity
in wireless, batteryless switches. Experience from industrial
and commercial buildings shows that traditional fixed
installations are labour intensive, inflexible and costly. The key
disadvantage of wired data infrastructure is its inherent
inflexibility – its need for dedicated wiring makes quick
reconfiguration difficult. Simple tasks such as moving a light
switch to a different location require significant construction
work, with the time and cost involved. However, installers are
becoming increasingly receptive to the commercial advantages
of installing wireless switches. Speedier installations mean the
same team can accomplish more installs, improving the
economics of their business. Margins improve at the same
time as the cost to the customer reduces, which increases the
size and value of the market, offering further motivation for
other installers to catch on to the trend.
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Simplified facilities management
End users are also embracing the benefits of going wireless.
The devices can be placed anywhere in the building, even at
locations that are difficult to access and, once installed, there
are no requirements for maintaining the switches, such as to
change dead batteries. Wireless switches allow the system to
be expanded to suit changing user needs, plus the ability to
fit them on any surface saves time and money in installation
and operation, whilst enabling quick and easy retro-fitment to
older buildings. The amount of cable saved by deploying
wireless instead of wired technology is astonishing, as is the
contribution to sustainability that these buildings make.
Further, impressive CO2 savings can be made during their use.
An accurate and readable means of measuring these savings
is vital for facilities managers, not least to evaluate the RoI
achieved by the installation. All raw data supplied by the
sensors and actuators can be used locally but can also be
combined in the cloud enabling in-depth analysis uncovering
further ways to optimise services and increase efficiency. This
offers facilities managers the valuable opportunity to embrace
smart building technology. Thanks to the sensors, the smart
building can monitor the status of its environment and use
this data to make any necessary adjustment or for analytical
purposes. Data is gathered and processed by a cloud-based IT
platform, combining the physical space with digital services
and analytical tools. A dashboard can then present the data in
a user-friendly way for managers and decision-makers to view
and act upon.

Lighting
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Stronger together
The 400-strong EnOcean Alliance offers
an interoperable ecosystem of solutions
and encompassing other forms of energy
harvesting. Solar (room light) and
temperature differences can also be used
in the complete eco-system to power
sensors – such as occupancy sensors and
lux sensors. With twenty years’ experience
and growth in this market, the non-profit
organization promotes intelligent building
solutions with integrated energy
harvesting technology communicating
over the EnOcean wireless standard
(ISO.IEC 14543-3-10/11). More than one
million buildings over the world have
wireless networks of this type, making
EnOcean the international reference
technology when it comes to wireless
standards for building automation.
Scaling to complete building automation
systems for home or office, the EnOcean
Alliance offers the advantages of an
extensive and established ecosystem of
interoperable self-powered wireless
sensor solutions that are available to
intelligent buildings worldwide.

The benefits of battery-free
One key challenge when moving to truly wireless solutions is
the question of how to provide power to these devices.
Batteries come with associated cost and environmental waste
issues, as well as the time spent replacing them. Energy
harvesting technology is a much more sustainable alternative:
Energy harvesting is the use of energy harvested from the
switch operation itself to power the battery-free switch. Kinetic
energy, pressure, light, and temperature differences can all be
used to generate sufficient electricity. Energy harvesting
switches do not need to be wired-in, instead sending a
wireless signal to the receiver in or near the light or DIN rail
fitting. These solutions help optimize the utilization of
buildings, create new service models and make buildings more
flexible, energy-efficient and altogether more cost-effective
with a network of ultra-low power wireless signals such as
EnOcean, Green Zigbee or Bluetooth Low Energy. The EnOcean
standard is based on a Sub 1 GHz radio, with approximately
double the range of Zigbee or BLE buildings and less
susceptible to interference from Wi-Fi networks of the same
2.4 GHz frequency.
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History repeats itself
It is interesting to compare the transition to wireless
switches with the changes that have happened in the
telephone industry. Cord telephones, produced for over 100
years, are today largely replaced by cordless and cell phones,
given the obvious advantages of wireless technology in this
area. We now have the same trend with light switches, leading
to the question of why we’re still using 100 year old outdated,
expensive, environmentally harmful technology, when a
fantastic alternative is at our fingertips. We are still paying too
many people too much money to open walls and pull 4
metres of resource intensive cable to every single light switch
when there is a proven lower cost, lower effort,
environmentally friendly solution available and promoted by
market leaders.
With the popularity for these wireless, batteryless devices set
to grow even further, it seems that even more facilities will
soon be ‘making the switch.’

Engineering

Leading consultancy providing opportunities
for female ‘engineers of tomorrow

According to statistics published by the Women’s Engineering
Society (WES), a mere 12.37% of all engineers in the UK are
female. While it’s no secret that engineering has historically
been a male-dominated industry, leading multi-disciplinary
engineering consultancy Dice is challenging the stereotype and
providing opportunities to encourage more women to enter the
profession.
The East Midlands-based business prides itself on having a
multicultural and diverse workforce, with 50% of staff being
women. Having recently announced a raft of female hires and
promotions, Dice has also invested in its apprenticeship

scheme, which provides an ‘earn while you learn’ incentive
during a time when traditional university pathways have been
made difficult as a result of the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.
Iva Dimitrov, who recently joined Dice as a senior civil
engineer, has more than five years of experience working on a
variety of national schemes. She specialises in commercial
developments and sustainable drainage design and has joined
as the leader of the civil engineering team.
Iva said: “I have always known that I want to be in a
profession where technical skills and problem solving are

Engineering

integral parts. I grew up in a small town in
Bulgaria and my closest role models were my
mother, who is a mathematician, and my father,
who is an engineer, so naturally engineering was
my first and desired career choice.”
Iva achieved her degree in civil engineering
while studying in Bulgaria, after which she came
to the UK and studied a master’s course in the
subject at the University of Nottingham.
Iva added: “Shortly after graduating, I started
my first job as a civil engineer and was fortunate
to work for a manager who was not only a
fantastic engineer, but also a great teacher. I had
the opportunity to work on a variety of
commercial projects in a busy, fast-paced
environment, which helped me to learn a lot
more about the industry.
“I feel incredibly proud to be part of such a
thriving, client-focused and reputable consultancy
like Dice, which is encouraging women from a
multitude of backgrounds to pursue a career in
engineering.”
Husna Gul – one of the apprentices at Dice – is another
young woman who is carving out a successful career in
engineering. Having initially applied to university after
completing A-Levels in maths, physics and chemistry, Husna
discovered the benefits of the apprenticeship route and
withdrew her UCAS application.
Husna said: “Being the eldest child in the family, my parents
were worried when I told them that I didn’t want to take the
‘traditional’ university route. However, after they looked into
degree apprenticeships, they soon realised this was the right
path for me and have been incredibly supportive of my
decision.

Raj Somal, director of Dice, said: “For us, it’s imperative to
have a diverse team – whether that be in relation to gender,
ethnicity, race or religion. In past roles, I have experienced that
non-diverse teams do not provide the best working
environment, so we aim to buck the trend. The most important
thing when starting the business was to create a positive place
to work that is inclusive for everyone.”
Dice has recently been nominated for an award at this year’s
Nottingham Trent University Apprenticeship Awards, which
celebrates the hard work, success and achievements of the
university’s apprentices and the employers who are engaged
with NTU’s apprenticeship programmes.

“Engineering is such an exciting and fulfilling industry where
no two days are the same. I have picked up a huge amount of
knowledge in such a short space of time. When I first started, I
could never have imagined I’d be able to do the kind of jobs
I’m doing now, and that’s testament to both Dice and
Nottingham Trent University (NTU) for creating a new pathway
into the industry.”
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